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Editorial Note

I am pleased to let you know that the Journal of Medical & Surgical Pathology (impact factor is 0.25*) dealing with the macroscopic and macroscopic consequences for efficient study of the microscopic inspection of surgical specimens within the year 2020, disorderSubdivisions such as dermatopathology, cytopathology, hematopathology, and neuropathology and pediatric pathology are also covered by surgical pathology. Studies of macroscopic and histologic specimens and biopsies are the subject of medical and surgical pathology. Immunohistochemistry reports, cytopathology techniques, molecular diagnostics such as DNA / RNA research to classify infectious agents and reviews of groundbreaking surgical procedures are also welcome. JMSP’s publisher is Longdom. With the sponsorship of more than 1000 academic societies, Longdom Publishing SL assembles more than 1000 conferences annually across the USA, Europe & Asia and publishes more than 700 open access publications featuring more than 50,000 prominent figures, prominent scientists as editorial board members. JMSP accepts short communication, original papers, review papers, brief analyses, case reports, case studies, case series, theories, etc. For peer review method consistency, the Medical & Surgical Pathology Journal uses the editorial manager system. Many of the best open access journals use this method to send, review and manage manuscripts online.

Review is carried out by members of the editorial board or external experts. JMSP has been attracting more readers and citation. This journal provides authors with an open access forum to track their research outcomes and thus help support fieldwork. Journal going to release volume 5 issue 4 with research article, review article and with images articles. Articles submitted to this journal gone through a peer review process some of them are subjected to revision and remaining papers get approved for further processing and published. The time taken for the publishing of an article is very less the article gets published within 7 days after acceptance by the editors. The additional quality of this journal is that the editors are final decision maker about any article publishing. Review process and peer review process completed within given time. If any manuscript does not get accepted in peer review process the author given another chance to improve the manuscript. Journal uses online broadcast and different social media platforms like twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook for recent updates about what going on in journal to make people aware about the trending topics related to oncology. I would like to acknowledge the contribution of all editors, reviewers, and the other supporting peoples during the final editing of the published articles and the help provided by the editorial assistant in bringing out JMSP issue on time. I am very thankful to them for giving me this opportunity to appreciate the work and other peoples from making this journal successful.
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